GOVERNMENT SOURCE INSPECTION - NASA PROGRAM

Work under this contract is subject to inspection and test by NASA representatives or its designated agency representatives at any time and place. The NASA Quality Representative who has been delegated quality assurance functions for this procurement shall be notified 48 hours in advance of the time articles or materials are ready for inspection or test. If no Letter of Delegation (LOD) has been issued to the NASA Quality Representative or its designated agency representative, immediately notify Buyer's Authorized Procurement Representative and do not bypass any established customer inspection points.

Seller shall make available to the NASA Quality Representative or authorized agent all applicable drawings, specifications, and changes thereto, related to inspection and/or test equipment, and such other information as may be required to satisfactorily perform the inspections and tests required under this contract.

Seller shall ensure that evidence of Government Source Inspection is included with shipment of Goods.

Space Launch System (SLS) Program Requirement Only:

As evidence of inspection, supplier is to provide Supplier Shipping Document Addendum Form X36675 to the NASA designated agency representative for signature and must include signed copy with the documentation for each shipment.